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Can extreme electromagnetic fields accelerate the α decay of nuclei?
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The possibility to control the α decay channel of atomic nuclei with electromagnetic fields of
extreme intensities envisaged for the near future at multi-petawatt and exawatt laser facilities is
investigated theoretically. Using both analytic arguments based on the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin
approximation and numerical calculations for the imaginary time method applied in the framework
of the α decay precluster model, we show that no experimentally detectable modification of the α

decay rate can be observed with super-intense lasers at any so-far available wavelength. Comparing
our predictions with those reported in several recent publications, where a considerable or even giant
laser-induced enhancement of the decay rate has been claimed, we identify there the misuse of a
standard approximation.

Introduction. The upcoming commissioning of new
laser sources of few up to 10 petawatt (PW) power [1–5],
and the plans to build even more powerful sub-exawatt
laser systems [5, 6] have triggered theoretical revisions
of a variety of phenomena induced or assisted by elec-
tromagnetic fields of extreme intensity. This includes in
particular the creation of electron-positron pairs by elec-
tromagnetic fields from vacuum, laser initiation of quan-
tum electrodynamic cascades of elementary particles and
plasma dynamics in the classical or quantum radiation-
dominated regime of interaction, see for instance reviews
in Refs. [7–9] and references therein. Within this new
field, several theoretical proposals to consider the effect
of laser radiation on nuclear processes and in particular
on α decay have been recently reported [10–16].

The radioactive α and β decays of atomic nuclei are
most fundamental and common nuclear processes ob-
served in the Universe and in laboratory experiments
[17, 18]. The theory of α decay was one of the early suc-
cesses of quantum mechanics as in 1928 both Gamow [19]
and independently Condon and Gurney [20] used the new
concept of tunneling to calculate α decay lifetimes. At
present, within this tunneling picture both α and proton
radioactivity are related to widths and shifts of quasista-
tionary states in the quantum mechanical two-potential
approach [21] accounting for the spectroscopic factor for
the proton and the preformation factor of the α particle
in the nucleus. Intuitively, in order to significantly al-
ter the α decay probability, an external electromagnetic
field should be able to considerably change the energy
Qα of the escaping α particle on the spatial length de-
termined by the width of the Coulomb barrier that is
tunneled, lα ≃ 10−11cm, on time scales τα similar to
the time required for this particle to cross the barrier.
Considering a generic value of 5 MeV α particle energy,
τα ≃ 10−21s. On this time scale, any electromagnetic
field generated by laboratory sources of intense coher-
ent radiation with photon energies h̄ω from 0.1 eV (CO2

laser) to 10 keV (X-ray Free Electron Lasers) [22] can be
considered quasi-static, as its oscillation cycle Tω ≫ τα.
Then, the energy gained from an external field of strength
E is of the order of ∆Qα ≃ ZαeElα with e being the el-
ementary charge and Zα = 2 the atomic charge of the
α particle, respectively. An order of magnitude esti-
mate for the electric field value that would produce a
seizable modification of the α decay rate in this picture
gives E∗ ≃ Qα/(Zαelα) ≈ 1019 V/cm. This value ex-
ceeds the critical field of quantum electrodynamics [23–
25] Ecr = m2

ec
3/eh̄ = 1.32 ·1016 V/cm with me being the

electron mass, by almost three orders of magnitude and
is far beyond present laser capabilities.

Present record intensities of electromagnetic fields cre-
ated at sub-PW and PW laser facilities hardly exceed
1022W/cm2 [26, 27] which corresponds to the electric
field strength E0 ≈ 3 · 1012V/cm. Such laser fields can
considerably modify the spectra of the decay products,
since any charged particle promptly appearing in the con-
tinuum dressed by electromagnetic waves will be acceler-
ated toward the detector with the momentum gain deter-
mined by the instant of release (see e.g. Refs. [28, 29] for
β and Ref. [10] for α decay of nuclei). They however have
no observable effect on the overall decay probability.

In a striking contrast to these estimates, several re-
cent theoretical works have predicted a strong effect of
laser radiation on α decay even at currently achievable
intensities [11–15]. These spectacular claims brought
super-intense lasers in discussions about practical appli-
cations for recycling of nuclear waste [30]. This contro-
versy and the appealing applications that are at stake
call for a reliable and thorough theoretical investigation
of laser-assisted α decay at novel ultra-strong laser fa-
cilities. In this Letter, we derive a correct value for
the external electric field strength which can alter the
decay rate using two different approaches, one analyti-
cal based on the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) ap-
proximation of quantum mechanics and one numerical
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employing the imaginary time method (ITM) [37, 38] ex-
tended for quasi-stationary states of α emitters consid-
ered in the precluster model [39]. We apply these two
approaches to calculate the laser-assisted α decay rates
of several α emitters with lifetimes spanning from 10−7s
to 1015 years. The two methods agree well with each
other and demonstrate that although the value E∗ is an
overestimate, neither present nor upcoming laser fields
can produce any seizable effect on α decay rates. We
address the controversy with results of Refs. [13–15] and
conclude that the gross enhancements in α decay rates
predicted there are most likely due to the misuse of an
approximation.

WKB method. In order to analytically quantify the
effect of an electromagnetic field on the rate of α decay
we employ the Gamow model [19]. A preformed α parti-
cle tunnels under the barrier generated by the Coulomb
force. We note that (i) the relevant time over which the
laser can assist the tunneling process is the time-of-flight
τα of the α particle under the potential barrier. This time
is very short and does not coincide with the observed α-
decay lifetimes t1/2. While τα always remains shorter
than 10−20s, the lifetimes t1/2 span orders of magnitude
from ns to the age of the Universe. (ii) For electromag-
netic fields with strength well below E∗ the Coulomb
forces greatly exceed the Lorentz force acting on the par-
ticle in the field of a laser wave. Finally, (iii) the sub-
barrier motion of the α particle remains nonrelativistic
even in extremely strong fields, due to the shortness of
the escape time τα and the large mass of the α particle
compared to the one of the electron.

Thus (i) allows us to treat the electric field effect in
the quasistatic approximation, while (ii) and (iii) jus-
tify to calculate laser-induced corrections to the barrier
penetrability using a nonrelativistic perturbation theory.
Within the quasistatic approach, time is considered as a
parameter, and, when the interaction with the laser field
is described in the length gauge and the nuclear distortion
of the Coulomb barrier at small distances is discarded,
the variables are separable in parabolic coordinates [31].
These coordinates should be used to describe correctly
the angular dependence of the decay rate [32]. How-
ever, a reliable estimate can be made within a 1D model
assuming the sub-barrier trajectory of the α-particle a
straight line as in the field-free case. The Gamow decay
rate is then (in Gaussian units)

R ≈ ν0 exp



− 2

h̄

b
∫

0

√

2mr[V (r) − ezeffE(t) · r−Qα]dr



 .

(1)
Here, ν0 is the frequency of α particle oscillations inside
the nucleus [33], mr is the reduced mass of the nuclear
system composed of α particle and daughter nucleus,
and V (r) is the Coulomb potential the particle tunnels
through. Furthermore, E(t) is the time-dependent elec-

tric field of the laser, b = 2Ze2/Qα is the barrier exit
point, Z and A are the charge and atomic numbers of the
daughter nucleus and zeff = (2A−4Z)/(A+4) is the effec-
tive charge which accounts for the center of mass motion
of the decaying system in the external electromagnetic
field. For electromagnetic fields of amplitude E0 ≪ E∗

the potential energy in the laser field |ezeffE(t) · r| is
small compared to the absolute value of the kinetic en-
ergy |Qα − V (r)| everywhere except the vicinity of the
turning points. These however do not make a consider-
able contribution for the semiclassical integral in Eq. (1)
above. Using a series expansion of the integrand up to the
second order in E(t) and performing the integration we
obtain for the laser-induced factor in the rate R = R0 ·RL

RL ≈ exp

(

2E(t)

Eeff

n · n0 −
35

9πνα

E2(t)

E2
eff

(n · n0)
2

)

(2)

where R0 = ν0 exp(−2πνα) is the field-free rate, n and n0

are the unit vectors along the particle emission direction
and the laser polarization, respectively, and

Eeff =
2h̄

√
2Q

5/2
α

3πZ2zeffe5
√
mr

, να =
2Ze2

h̄vα
. (3)

Here να is the Sommerfeld parameter for α decay and vα
the α-particle velocity corresponding to Qα.
These simple formulas show that a considerable elec-

tromagnetic effect on the rate of α decay will be achieved
already at E0 ≃ Eeff ≪ E∗. It is not uncommon for
tunneling phenomena that the actual value of the exter-
nal field which considerably alters the rate appears much
smaller than that necessary to strongly affect the value of
the particle momentum under the barrier. As an exam-
ple, a fast tunneling of atomic electrons in a static exter-
nal electric field may happen already at field strengths
on the level of 5% of the characteristic atomic field on
the respective Bohr orbit [37, 40]. In our case, the rea-
son for that is the numerically large value of the field-free
sub-barrier action 2πνα ≫ 1. At E(t) = Eeff the time-
dependent factor RL enhances the rate by ≈ e2 = 7.78
times. The characteristic electric field Eeff is a factor
3πνα/8 times less than E∗, which gives, for 232Pu with
Z = 92 andQα ≈ 5 MeV, Eeff ≈ 8·1016 V/cm ≈ 10−2E∗.
Consequently, expression (2) which was obtained by per-
turbative expansion is valid for E ≪ E∗ and therefore
applies for electric field strengths E ≃ Eeff , i.e. when
the laser effect on the rate is already numerically large,
RL ≫ 1. At the same time, as long as E0 ≪ E∗, the
second term in the exponent of (2) can be neglected.
We may therefore denote Eeff as threshold electric field
strength that is sufficient to modify the α decay process,
a conclusion which is independent of the laser photon
energy in a broad frequency domain h̄ω ≪ Qα/να. The
values of Eeff for several α-decaying nuclei are shown in
Table I; the lowest of them (for 144

60 Nd) corresponds to
the intensity I ≈ 5 · 1029W/cm2. Thus, for practical cal-
culations, the series expansion can be used in Eq. (2) to
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find the relative effect of the laser field on the α decay
rate, (R −R0)/R0 = RL − 1. Then, the time-dependent
and time- and angle-averaged field-induced factors in the
decay rate, respectively, are given by

RL − 1 ≈ 2E(t)

Eeff

n · n0 , R̄L − 1 ≈ E2
0

3E2
eff

. (4)

Estimates made along Eqs. (4) are shown in Table I for
the α emitters 106

52 Te, 14460 Nd, 16274 W, 21284 Po, 23894 Pu and 238
92 U

at the laser intensity I = 1026 W/cm2 which is currently
considered as an optimistic upper limit for the experi-
mental achievements expected in a near future [6].
ITM in the precluster model. Our second approach

considers the field-assisted tunneling of the preformed α
particle through the Coulomb barrier of the nucleus, fol-
lowing the framework of the phenomenological precluster
model [34]. In this modification of the Gamow model, de-
viations of the interaction potential V (r) from the pure
Coulomb form at short distances from the nucleus are
considered. The preformed α cluster is initially confined
in a potential well with depth −U0, which is taken as
the mean field nuclear potential that the nucleons of the
parent nucleus experience. This nuclear potential has a

finite (short) length which is given by x0 = c1A
1/3
p with

c1 a constant that defines the radius of the parent nucleus
and Ap the mass number of the latter [34, 35]. For dis-
tances larger than x0, the interaction is dictated by the
Coulomb force acting between the protons of the daugh-
ter nucleus and the α particle. Technically this more
realistic description for the nuclear potential results in
a better estimate for the frequency ν0 in (1) and in the
replacement of the lower integration limit there by the
potential well radius x0 ≪ b. For field-free decays this
model gives a fairly good agreement with experimental
data on nuclear halflives, as it is shown in Table I where
both experimental and theoretical values for several α
emitters are given.
According to the ITM [37, 38], a trajectory x(t) satis-

fying the Newton equation

mrẍ =
ZZα

x2
+ ezeffE(t) , (5)

can be found along which the particle starts its motion at
the complex time instant t = ts inside the well, x(ts) =x0,
arrives at the exit of the barrier when t = t0 and has
at t → ∞ the energy equal to Qα. The exit point is
separated from the well by the classically forbidden re-
gion, so that the solution of the Newton equation satis-
fying the assigned initial conditions only exists in com-
plex time, t = t0 + iτ . The tunneling rate is given by
[37, 38] R ≈ ν0 exp(−2Im[W ]) where the classical ac-
tion W is found along the complex trajectories under the
barrier, starting from the modified strong-field approxi-
mation transition amplitude [10, 39]. Also here we use
a one-dimensional approach, following successful models

that have proven their predictive power in non-relativistic
laser-atom interactions [41]. Thus our ITM results corre-
spond to the case of particle emission in the direction of
the laser field polarization, n·n0 = 1. On the other hand,
compared to the WKB model approach presented above,
the ITM takes into account numerically the field-induced
modifications of the α particle trajectory.

For an estimate of the laser effect on the α decay rate,
we have considered the idealized case of a monochromatic
field with E0 = 2.74 ·1014 V/cm, corresponding to an in-
tensity I = 1026 W/cm2, and 800 nm wavelength. We
average the field-assisted α decay rate over the laser field
period which corresponds to the second of Eqs.(4) with-
out the factor 1/3 which comes from the angular integra-
tion. Comparing the relative rates RL − 1, R̄L − 1 and
R′

L − 1, shown in Table I we find a very good agreement
between the WKB and ITM results. Our results are also
consistent with previous results in Ref. [10] when tak-
ing into account that there the charge Zα = 2 was used
instead of zeff , neglecting the motion of the daughter nu-
cleus in the laser field.

Possible observation. Eq. (3) and the numerical results
in Table I show that the value of the threshold electric
field grows with the α particle energy and decreases with
the charge Z of the daughter nucleus. Therefore, the ef-
fect of the laser field on α decay grows exponentially for
heavy nuclei with large atomic number Zp = Z + 2 and
for decays characterized by relatively small values Qα.
This behavior is not surprising taking into account that
the Coulomb barrier width grows as b = 2Ze2/Qα, so
that the quasi-static electric field of the laser can make a
more significant work during the (longer) tunneling pro-
cess. Also the value of Eeff appears smaller for heavier
nuclei where zeff is larger. However, these mechanisms
of the threshold suppression do not make the effect ex-
perimentally detectable, as with decreasing of Qα the
field-free penetrability drops down much faster than RL

grows. The nucleus becomes then practically stable de-
spite the α decay not being formally forbidden, see for
instance the case of 144

60 Nd in Table I with Qα = 1.9 MeV,
the minimal value Eeff ≈ 2.2 · 1016 V/cm, but field-free
half-life 7.2 · 1015 years.

Finally, we note that a modification of the instant de-
cay rate by ≃ 1% and that of the averaged one by ≃ 10−5

which may happen for some nuclei according to our pre-
dictions in Table I at intensities I ≃ 1026 W/cm2 leaves
no chance for experimental detection. Extreme laser in-
tensities can only be reached under a tight focusing lim-
iting the interaction volume by ≃ λ3 ≈ 10−12 cm3 for in-
frared lasers (λ ≃ 1 µm) and by a much smaller volume
for X-ray lasers. Assuming a solid state density target
with a generic density of 1023 cm−3, the number of atoms
in the interaction volume is N ≃ 1011. The number N0

of field-free decays per laser shot and its change ∆N due
to the laser effect are shown in the last two columns of
Table I considering a pulse duration τ = 100 fs. These
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Isotope Qα(MeV) c1(fm) tex1/2(s) tth1/2(s) Eeff(V/cm) RL − 1 R̄L − 1 R′

L − 1 N0 ∆N
106
52 Te 4.325 1.486 7 · 10−5 6.1 · 10−5 9.83 · 1017 5.57 · 10−4 2.59 · 10−8 6.37 · 10−8 102 3 · 10−6

144
60 Nd 1.907 1.484 7.2 · 1022 5.6 · 1022 2.12 · 1016 2.57 · 10−2 5.54 · 10−5 1.59 · 10−4 10−25 5 · 10−30

162
74 W 5.675 1.432 1.39 2.45 4.05 · 1017 1.35 · 10−3 1.52 · 10−7 4.35 · 10−7 5 · 10−3 8 · 10−10

212
84 Po 8.953 1.409 2.99·10−7 1.6·10−7 3.88 · 1017 1.35 · 10−3 1.66 · 10−7 4.88 · 10−7 2 · 104 4 · 10−3

238
94 Pu 5.593 1.390 2.77 · 109 4.4 · 109 9.81 · 1016 5.58 · 10−3 2.60 · 10−6 7.69 · 10−6 3 · 10−12 6 · 10−18

238
92 U 4.274 1.394 1.4 · 1017 4.3 · 1017 4.84 · 1016 1.13 · 10−2 1.06 · 10−5 3.16 · 10−5 5 · 10−20 5 · 10−25

TABLE I: Energy of the α particle, parameter c1 of the model potential [34], experimental (ex) [36] and theoretical (th) half-
lives (calculated from the model of [34]), and the corresponding field-free decay events N0 in a λ3 focal spot for λ = 1 µm during
the laser pulse duration τ = 100 fs. Results from the WKB model: the characteristic electric field (3), the linear (RL − 1) and
average (R̄L − 1) corrections to the rate (4), and the laser-induced change of the number of α decay events ∆N = N0(R̄L − 1).
Results from ITM: the numerically calculated correction R′

L − 1 averaged over the laser period. The considered laser field
strength E0 = 2.74 ·1014V/cm corresponds to I = 1026W/cm2 and the nuclear potential depth was taken U0=135.6 MeV [34].

numbers show clearly that the laser-induced corrections
are for all practical purposes negligible. For 144

60 Nd where
the correction (4) achieves its maximum, the field-free
decay rate is so small that no events will ever practically
happen in the laser focus. The case of x-ray lasers is even
less realistic due to a much smaller volume over which one
would need to focus to achieve extreme intensity values.

Contradicting theoretical predictions. We turn now to
recent publications where a gross effect of laser fields
on α decay has been predicted. In a Letter [13], De-
lion and Ghinescu claimed based on analytical consider-
ations that α-decay can be significantly accelerated in a
strong laser field with intensity I ∼ 1020 ÷ 1022W/cm2.
For a quantitative analysis, Ref. [13] introduces the di-
mensionless parameter D which is proportional to the
ratio of the quiver amplitude the α-particle has in an
external electromagnetic field to the nuclear radius R0,
D ∝

√
I/(ω2R0). Ref. [13] claims that for laser fields

with D > 1, a considerable modification of the α-decay
rate can be achieved, and in particular for D = 3, this
would lead to a six orders of magnitude enhancement
for the case of 232Pu. But for a Ti-sapphire laser with
h̄ω ≈ 1.5 eV, D reaches unity already at modest inten-
sities of I ≈ 5 · 1012 W/cm2. Were the theoretical pre-
dictions of Ref. [13] correct, this enhancement by many
orders of magnitude in the α-decay rate could have been
easily achieved with lasers routinely used in labs for the
last several decades, or even using a sufficiently powerful
microwave oven [42].

Upon close inspection, it appears that these surpris-
ing predictions stem from the misuse of an approxima-
tion. In order to approach the problem of α-decay in
the presence of an external time-dependent field analyti-
cally, Ref. [13] employs the Kramers-Henneberger trans-
formation (KHT) [43] and proceeds with an essential ap-
proximation by replacing the time-dependent Coulomb
potential in Eq. (6) by its static (i.e., averaged over the
laser period) component. This ansatz is applicable only
provided that the characteristic time of the processes un-

der consideration remains greater (ideally, much greater)
than the laser period. As this is indeed the case for a
broad variety of atomic phenomena in laser fields, KHT is
widely used in atomic physics (see e.g. the book [44] and
references therein). However, for the considered problem
exactly the opposite condition Tω ≫ τα is satisfied, as
we have pointed out above. This invalidates all results of
Ref. [13]. A similar error appears also in Refs. [14, 15].
The predictions on Refs. [11, 12] based on the KHT and
a numerical solution of the Schrödinger equation are even
more counter-intuitive than the ones of Ref. [13–15] and
are likely to stem from numerical inaccuracies.

Finally, calculations by Qi et al. in [16] are close to
those we have presented here, and the numerical values
for the linear correction agree quantitatively with our es-
timates. In contrast to our conclusions, the authors ex-
pect the effect to be experimentally detectable and sug-
gest to use elliptically polarized radiation to avoid the
cancellation of the linear term in (4) after the time aver-
aging. However, the angular averaging of the term n ·n0

will lead to the cancelation of the linear contribution ir-
respectively of the laser polarization state. Furthermore,
the authors of Ref. [16] do not consider the realistic num-
ber of nuclei decaying within the small laser focus.

Conclusions. By employing two complementary ap-
proaches, one analytical based on the WKB approxima-
tion and one numerical using the ITM applied to the
precluster model for α decay, we have shown that electro-
magnetic fields of strengths (3) exceeding the critical field
of quantum electrodynamics are needed to considerably
alter the rate of nuclear α decay. Proposals have been put
forward to overcome the critical field limit by collisions of
ultra relativistic nuclear beams with laser pulses of sub-
critical intensity [8]. Furthermore, simulations indicate
that the QED cascades which are expected at ultra-high
electromagnetic fields [45, 46] and put a conceptual limit
to extreme laser intensities due to the laser energy deple-
tion, may be controlable [47]. However, these methods
remain far beyond the present experimental capabilities
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and many orders of magnitude in laser intensity are yet
to be conquered. We conclude that laser-assisted α de-
cay is practically out of reach and refute recent optimistic
claims on the efficiency of this process and prospects for
nuclear waste recycling.
We would like to acknowledge discussions with M.

Ivanov, C. H. Keitel and G. Röpke. SVP acknowl-
edges financial support from the Ministry of Educa-
tion and Science of the Russian Federation (grant No.
3.1659.2017/4.6).
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